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INTRODUCTION:  

The   following   audiobook   is   a   retelling   of   the   Great   Jedi   War   13   Prologue,   

as   told   from   the   perspective   of   Shooter   McGavin   in   a   debrief   to   the   Clan   Vizsla   Summit  

  

DECLAN:   

Shooter?    Shooter   are   you   there?  

Are   you   frakking   drinking   on   the   job   again   McGavin?!  

SHOOTER:   

Oh   hey.   What   am   i   supposed   to   do   on   this   ship   with   these   populists   and   bantha   milkers.   



DECLAN:   

Get   your   act   together   McGavin,   you   know   what   we   have   riding   on   this.   

What’s   your   SITREP?  

SHOOTER:   

Oh,   ok…   (quietly)   that’s   a   good   mickey.    So   there   I   am   in   the   briefing   room.   

This   Deputy   somebody,   lets   call   him   Big   T,   

He’s   up   on   some   fancy   chair,   just   glaring   at   everyone.  

You   know   how   those   Sith   are?  

Seemed   to   be   real   impressed   with   himself   and   his   fancy   ship.  

I   have   to   admit,   the   liquor   cabinet   in   the   corner   that   was   pretty   impressive  

The   other   Clan   representatives…   well…   lets   hope   we   don’t   need   

to   do   any   real   work   not   sure   how   much   help   they’ll   be  

So   first   up   we   got   this   Weequay   from   Clan   Scholae   whatever,   you   know   the   type  

Looks   like   a   300   year   old   man   who   laid   in   the   sun   on   Tatooine   his   whole   life  

Think   his   name   is   Flux   Capacitor   or   something   like   that  

So   this   keener   from   Odan   Urr   shows   up,   thinkin’   that   he’s   looking   like   

some   kind   of   Bobby   Or   spendin   all   kinds   of   time   fixin’   his   shiny   hair   

like   he’s   getting   ready   to   go   shoot   a   movie   on   a   holovid.  

Apparently   Clan   Naga   Sadow   is   real   equal   opportunity,   they   sent   a   cripple.  

Ya   gotta   respect   the   fact   that   they   don’t   care   what   your   disabilities   are  

as   long   as   you   can   get   the   job   done   right  

MAJOR   SCARLET  

             Tell   me   Shooter,   was   Colonel   Angus   there?  

SHOOTER  



             Seriously?    I   introduced   you   to   Colonel   Angus   one   kriffing   time   

             and   now   every   time   I   do   a   briefing  

             You’re   always   asking   me   about   Colonel   Angus?!  

MAJOR   SCARLET  

             You   do   know   we   haven’t   seen   Colonel   Angus   around   these   parts   in   a   long   time  

I   do   so   love   Colonel   Angus  

SHOOTER  

             Oh   i   know  

             Once   a   woman   is   introduced   to   Colonel   Angus   she’ll   settle   for   nothing   less  

Montressor  

             I   heard   Colonel   Angus   was   headed   to   Arx’s   deep   south,   it’s   very   humid   there   

MAJOR   SCARLET  

             Oh!    Thank   you   Monty,   it’s   so   nice   to   hear   you   talk   about   Colonel   Angus  

SHOOTER  

Anyhoo…  

Plagueis   sent   a   Chiss   woman,   shocker   there,   they   love   their   dancers   and   slaves.  

 Probably   cause   the   only   way   they   can   keep   a   lady   around   is   by   sticking   them   in   a   cage.   

She   was   a   looker   though,   very   visual   distraction   from   the   briefings  

Taldryan   sent   their   Grandma,   she   was   some   sort   of   Zeltron  

I   dunno,   hopefully   she   can   still   get   her   lightsaber   up   in   her   advanced   age  

But   the   best   oh   man,   the   best  

Oh    Declan,   you   won’t   believe   this  

Arcona   sends   some   meek   little   girl,   she   won’t   even   look   us   in   the   eye  

She’s   got   these   weird   goggles,   they   were   thicker   than   trans   -pari-steel   



on   a   Correlian   Fighter  

             A   real   bunch   of   gems,   I   bet   that   Arcona   girl   was   gonna   start   crying   the   minute  

             she   got   into   a   real   firefight.    I   mean   where   do   they   find   these   people?  

             How   many   people   like   this   exist   in   a   place   called   the   Dark   Jedi   Broth-  

DECLAN :   

Shooter,   back   on   target.    We   don’t   have   the   time   for   this.  

SHOOTER:  

             Oh,   right,   sorry  

             So   fancy   pants   stands   up   and   just   starts   givin’   ‘er  

             Probably   thinks   we’re   all   going   to   break   out   into   applause   at   the   end  

EVANT :  

Good   day  

Thank   you   for   your   impetus   in   joining   me   on   this   diplomatic   endeavor  

We   will   be   arriving   shortly   in   the   Lyra-3k-a   system,   where   we   will   be  

rendezvousing   with   the   diplomatic   vessel   Ninox.  

The   Lyra   3K-a   system   is   considered   a   ‘neutral’   territory  

by   the   New   Republic,  

with   several   key   stakeholder   interests   in   the   Sevarian   Principate.   

We’ve   identified   three   primary   areas   of   interest  

that   the   Brotherhood   will   be   focusing   on   during   negotiations.  

SHOOTER:  

             I’m   tryin   not   to   fall   asleep   and   this   windbag   just   keeps   givin’   ‘er  

EVANT :  

To   start,   the   Principate   have   granted   the   Brotherhood   permission   to   visit  



the   moon   world   orbiting   the   gas   giant   Eorilia,  

there   they   have   established   a   colony   simply   named:   Lyra   Colony  

The   colony   was   built   on   top   of   the   of   ancient,   subterranean   ruins.  

As   a   gesture   of   good   faith,   the   Principate   has   invited   us   to   help   explore   these   ruins  

with   the   hopes   of   sharing   information   gleaned   

Between   the   Imperial   Reclamation   Society   and   the   Principate's   Archives.  

What   interests   the   Grand   Master   more,   of   course,   is   the   

remnants   of   the   Jedi   Temple   that   was   discovered,   

and   its   ties   to   the   Order   of   Aspectu.  

SHOOTER:  

             I   feel   like   the   old   boy   should   have   cue’d   some   super   spooky   music   or   

something   about   there.  

             Maybe   conjure   up   some   force   Ghost   to   jump   out   at   us  

             But   nah,   the   Jedi   boy   starts   rambling   about   some   sort   of   history   lesson  

DAMIEN   BACKADDER :  

The   Ordu   Aspectu   was   a   splinter   group   of   the   Jedi   Order,  

but   I   know   that   the   High   Councilor   would   be   very   interested  

in   seeing   what   has   been   recovered  

SHOOTER:  

             So   I’m   like,   “So   how   high   is   your   Councilor?    You’re   a   bunch   of   Jedi   in   a   place  

Called   the   DARK   JEDI   BROTHERHOOD.”   

I   look   right   at   Deputy   Grand   Poobah   and   just   go,   “I’m   all   in.   

“dese   Vizsla   guys   got   it   locked   down.    The   rest   of   you   just   chill”  

And   he’s   all   grateful   amd   like  



EVANT :  

Thank   you  

Second,   the   Brotherhood   will   be   making   contact   

with   the   Temnos   Excavation   Co.  

They   will   observe   their   operations   on   the   moon,   

pending   approval   from   the   Principate.  

We   hear   they   have   struck   a   rare   kyber   mine,  

which   I’m   sure   I   don’t   need   to   explain   how   that   could   become   an  

invaluable   trade   partnership   for   ACE.  

We   have   identified   an   old   shipyard   that   

could   become   a   much   needed   asset  

to   refueling   and   repairing   our   fleet—  

SHOOTER:  

             And   that’s   when   the   equal   opportunity   guy   cuts   the   old   geezer   off.  

ADMIRAL   SIMONETTI  

—According   to   these   reports,   it   seems   that   an   independent   contractor   

has   been   working   to   restore   it   to   being   fully   operational  

SHOOTER  

             I   thought   Big   T   was   going   to   throw   some   crazy   Force   Lightning   and  

             Shock   the   hell   out   of   the   guys   Colostomy   Bag,   but   instead   he   just   rolls   with   it.   

Declan   you   would   have   crushed   this   dudes   soul.  

EVANT :  

This   is   why   I   suggest   we   operate   with   caution.  

My   hope   is   that   we   can   find   out   more   about   the   shipyard  



during   the   deliberation   with   the   Principate.  

SHOOTER:  

             Of   course   at   this   point   everybody   wants   to   talk  

             Everybody’s   trying   to   look   smart   and   stuff   in   front   of   the   Big   Guy  

ZADOSA  

Seems   pretty   straight   forward  

SHOOTER:  

             Really   Captain   Obvious?    That’s   your   contribution?  

AMARI   ANA  

             And   is   there   anything   else   we   should   know   about   the   Principate   representatives?  

SHOOTER  

             Oh   c’mon,   do   your   homework   he   already   gave   us   that  

EVANT :  

You’ve   been   given   dossiers   on   the   three   we   will   be   meeting   on   the   Ninox,  

Make   what   preparations   you   need,  

we   will   be   arriving   in   Lyra-3K-a   in   a   few   hours.   Dismissed.  

One   people,   One   Galaxy,   One   Brotherhood!  

SHOOTER  

             So   everybody’s   getting   up   to   leave   

             Me?    I’m   making   a   bee   line   for   that   liquor   cabinet  

             See   if   I   can   find   another   mickey   in   there  

And   before   I   realize   it   the   weird   girl   with   the   goggles   is   sitting   down  

             I’m   thinking,   “Holy   crap,   Arcona   sent   a   deaf   kid   to   the   briefing”  

EVANT  



Miss...D’slan,   was   it?  

Is   there   a   reason   you’re   wearing   those   tinted   glasses...inside   the   ship  

Are   you   hiding   something?    Is   it   the   holocrons?  

Do   you   have   them   in   the   attic?  

SHOOTER  

             She’s   deaf   AND   blind   man,   that’s   why   she’s   still   sittin’   there   wearing   those   goggles  

             But   then   she   speaks,   which   was   the   most   shocking   thing   of   the   whole   brief  

VIOLET   D’SLAN  

             HEY...   Mr   Deputy   Grand   Master,   if   Lyra’s   moon   was   made   of   cheese,   would   you   eat   it?  

DECLAN:  

             She   actually   said   that?  

SHOOTER  

             Yeah…   I’m   pretty   sure  

DECLAN  

             Bro,   how   many   drinks   have   you   had?  

SHOOTER  

             Ummm…   sorry,   so   before   he   answers   she   keeps   going  

VIOLET   D’SLAN  

             I   know   I   would,   it’d   be   so   delicious!  

Oh.   Um...The   goggles   I   was   instructed   by   M-Miss   Vasano   not   to   remove   them  

  for   the   course   of   this   diplomatic   m-mission,  

HEY!    If   you   got   told   to   take   off   your   goggles   would   you   keep   em   on?  

…  

It’s   a   simple   question   sir,   a   baby   could   answer   it  



Well…   I   know   I   would  

SHOOTER  

             Big   T   didn’t   know   what   to   say.  

             He   probably   was   already   thinking   about   firing   the   entire   Arcona   Summit  

EVANT  

Right,   well,   whatever   works   for   you  

Return   to   your   lodgings   to   prepare,   quickly!  

SHOOTER  

             I   have   no   idea   what   that   girl   coulda   actually   prepared   for  

             Maybe   a   spelling   bee?   

             So   I’m   there,   plundering   Big   T’s   finest   whiskey   and   he   looks   straight   at   me  

             And   I’m   thinking,   “Really?    Is   he   going   to   kill   the   most   capable   person  

in   the   room   over   some   whiskey?”  

So   instead   the   little   old   Sith   Man   just   shakes   his   head,   looks   sad   and   

walks   out   of   the   room.  

DECLAN  

             So   that’s   it?   

             A   fancy   speech   with   a   bunch   of   information   that   we   already   had  

             From   the   dossier   they   sent   us   before   the   mission   even   started  

SHOOTER  

             That’s   all   this   hoser’s   got   for   ya,   where’d   I   put   my   touque?  

DECLAN  

             Now   I   understand   why   you’re   drinking  

  -END-  


